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Abstract

Individuals make choices and prioritize goals using complex processes that assign value to 

rewards and associated stimuli. During Pavlovian learning, previously neutral stimuli that predict 

rewards can acquire motivational properties, whereby they themselves become attractive and 

desirable incentive stimuli. But individuals differ in whether a cue acts solely as a predictor that 

evokes a conditional response, or also serves as an incentive stimulus, and this determines the 

degree to which a cue might bias choice or even promote maladaptive behavior. Here we use rats 

that differ in the incentive motivational properties they attribute to food cues to probe the role of 

the neurotransmitter dopamine in stimulus-reward learning. We show that intact dopamine 

transmission is not required for all forms of learning in which reward cues become effective 

predictors. Rather, dopamine acts selectively in a form of reward learning in which “incentive 

salience” is assigned to reward cues. In individuals with a propensity for this form of learning, 

reward cues come to powerfully motivate and control behavior. This work provides insight into 

the neurobiology of a form of reward learning that confers increased susceptibility to disorders of 

impulse control.

Dopamine is central for reward-related processes1,2, but the exact nature of its role remains 

controversial. Phasic neurotransmission in the mesolimbic dopamine system is initially 

triggered by the receipt of reward (unconditional stimulus; US), but shifts to a cue predictive 

of reward (conditional stimulus; CS) after associative learning3,4. Dopamine responsiveness 

appears to encode discrepancies between rewards received and those predicted, consistent 
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with a “prediction error” teaching signal used in formal models of reinforcement learning5,6. 

Therefore, a popular hypothesis is that dopamine is used to update the predictive value of 

stimuli during associative learning7. In contrast, others have argued that the role of 

dopamine in reward is in attributing Pavlovian incentive value to cues that signal reward, 

rendering them desirable in their own right8–10, and thereby increasing the pool of positive 

stimuli that have motivational control over behavior. To date, it has been difficult to 

determine whether dopamine mediates the predictive or the motivational properties of 

reward-associated cues, because these two features are often acquired together. However, 

the extent to which a predictor of reward acquires incentive value differs between 

individuals, providing the opportunity to parse the role of dopamine in stimulus-reward 

learning (for simplicity, referred to as ‘reward learning’ throughout the remainder of the 

manuscript).

Individual variation in behavioral responses to reward-associated stimuli can be seen using 

one of the simplest reward paradigms, Pavlovian conditioning. If a CS is presented 

immediately prior to US delivery at a separate location, some animals approach and engage 

the CS itself and only go to the location of food delivery upon CS termination. This 

conditioned response (CR), which is maintained by Pavlovian contingency11, is called 

“sign-tracking” because animals are attracted to the cue or “sign” that indicates impending 

reward delivery. However, other individuals do not approach the CS, but during its 

presentation engage the location of US delivery, even though the US is not available until 

CS termination. This CR is called “goal-tracking”12. The CS is an effective predictor in 

animals that learn either a sign-tracking or a goal-tracking response; it acts as an “excitor”, 

evoking a CR in both. However, only in sign-trackers is the CS an attractive incentive 

stimulus, and only in sign-trackers is it strongly desired (i.e. “wanted”), in the sense that 

animals will work avidly to get it13. In rats selectively-bred for differences in locomotor 

responses to a novel environment14, high responders to novelty (bHR) consistently learn a 

sign-tracking CR but low responders to novelty (bLR) consistently learn a goal-tracking 

CR15. Here, we exploit these predictable phenotypes in the selectively-bred rats, as well as 

normal variation in outbred rats, to probe the role of dopamine transmission in reward 

learning in individuals that vary in the incentive value they assign to reward cues.

Rats from the S20 generation were used for behavioral analysis of Pavlovian conditioned 

approach behavior15 (Fig. 1a-e). When presentation of a lever-CS was paired with food 

delivery both bHRs and bLRs developed a Pavlovian CR, but as we have described 

previously15, the topography of the CR was different in the two groups. With training, bHRs 

came to rapidly approach and engage the lever-CS (Fig. 1a-b), whereas upon CS 

presentation bLRs came to rapidly approach and engage the location where food would be 

delivered (Fig. 1c-d; see detailed statistics in Supplementary Information). Both bHRs and 

bLRs acquired their respective CRs as a function of training, as there was a significant effect 

of session for all measures of sign-tracking behavior for bHRs (a-b; P≤0.0001), and of goal-

tracking behavior for bLRs (c-d; P≤0.0001). Furthermore, bHRs and bLRs learned their 

respective CRs at the same rate, as indicated by analyses of variance in which session was 

treated as a continuous variable and the phenotypes were directly compared. There were 

non-significant phenotype x session interactions for: 1) the number of contacts with the 

lever-CS for bHRs vs. the food-tray for bLRs (F(1,236)=3.02, P=0.08) and 2) the latency to 
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approach the lever-CS for bHRs vs. the food-tray for bLRs (F(1,236)=0.93, P=0.34). 

Importantly, rats that received non-contiguous (pseudorandom) presentations of the CS and 

the US did not learn either a sign-tracking or a goal-tracking CR (Fig. 1e).

These data indicate that the CS acquired one defining property of an incentive stimulus in 

bHRs but not bLRs, the ability to attract. Another feature of an incentive stimulus is to be 

“wanted” and as such animals should work to obtain it10,16. Therefore, we quantified the 

ability of the lever-CS to serve as a conditioned reinforcer in the two groups (Figure 1f-g) in 

the absence of the food-US. Following Pavlovian training rats were given the opportunity to 

perform an instrumental response (nosepoke) for presentation of the lever-CS. Responses 

into a port designated “active” resulted in the brief presentation of the lever-CS and 

responses into an “inactive” port were without consequence. Both conditioned bHRs and 

bLRs made more active than inactive nose pokes, and more active nose pokes than control 

groups that received pseudorandom presentations of the CS and the US (Fig. 1f-g; detailed 

statistics in Supplementary Information). However, the lever-CS was a more effective 

conditioned reinforcer in bHR than bLR animals, as indicated by a significant phenotype x 

group interaction for active nose pokes (F(1,33)=4.82, P=0.04), which controls for “basal” 

differences in nosepoke responding. Moreover, in outbred rats where this baseline difference 

in responding does not exist, we have found similar results, indicating that the lever-CS is a 

more effective conditioned reinforcer for sign-trackers than goal-trackers13. In summary, the 

lever-CS was equally predictive, evoking a CR in both groups, but it acquired two properties 

of an incentive stimulus to a greater degree in bHRs than bLRs: it was more attractive, as 

indicated by approach behavior (Fig. 1a) and more desirable, as indicated by the ability to 

serve as a conditioned reinforcer (Fig. 1f).

The core of the nucleus accumbens is an important anatomical substrate for motivated 

behavior17,18 and has been specifically implicated as a site where dopamine acts to mediate 

the acquisition and/or performance of Pavlovian conditioned approach behavior19–22. 

Therefore, we used fast-scan cyclic voltammetry (FSCV) at carbon-fiber microelectrodes23 

to characterize the pattern of phasic dopamine signaling in this region during Pavlovian 

conditioning (see Fig. S1 for recording locations). Similar to surgically naïve animals, bHRs 

learned a sign-tracking CR (session effect on lever contacts: F(5,20) = 5.76, P = 0.002) and 

bLRs a goal-tracking CR (session effect on food-receptacle contacts: F(5,20) = 5.18, P = 

0.003) during neurochemical data collection (Fig. S2). Changes in latency during learning 

were very similar in each group for their respective CRs (main effect of session: F(5,40) = 

10.5, P < 0.0001; main effect of phenotype: F(1,8) = 0.13, P = 0.73; session by phenotype 

interaction: F(5,40) = 1.16, P = 0.35), indicating that the CS acts as an equivalent predictor of 

reward in both groups. Therefore, if CS-evoked dopamine release encodes the strength of 

the reward prediction, as previously postulated 5–7, it should increase to a similar degree in 

both groups during learning; however, if it encodes the attribution of incentive value to the 

CS, then it should increase to a greater degree in sign-trackers than in goal-trackers.

During the acquisition of conditioned approach, CS-evoked dopamine release (Fig. 2, Fig. 

S3) increased in bHR rats relative to unpaired controls (pairing x session interaction: F(5,35) 

= 4.58, P = 0.003), but there was no such effect in bLRs (Fig. 2, Fig. S3; pairing x session 

interaction: F(5,35) = 0.94, P = 0.46). Indeed, the trial-by-trial correlation between CS-
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evoked dopamine release and trial number was significant for bHR (r2=0.14, P < 0.0001) but 

not bLR (r2=0.003, P=0.54) rats, producing significantly different slopes (P=0.005) and 

higher CS-evoked dopamine release in bHR rats after acquisition (Fig. S4, session six; P = 

0.04). US-evoked dopamine release also differed between bHR and bLR rats during training 

(session x phenotype interaction: F(5,40) = 6.09, P = 0.0003), but for this stimulus dopamine 

release was lower after acquisition in bHRs (session six; P = 0.002; Fig. S4). Collectively 

these data highlight that bHR and bLR rats produce fundamentally different patterns of 

dopamine release to reward-related stimuli during learning (see Videos S1-2 in 

Supplementary Information). The CS and US signals diverge in bHR rats (stimulus x session 

interaction: F(5,40) = 5.47, P = 0.0006; Fig. 2c) but not bLR rats (stimulus x session 

interaction: F(5,40) = 0.28, P = 0.92; Fig. 2f).

Importantly, experiments conducted in commercially-obtained outbred rats reproduced the 

pattern of dopamine release observed in the selectively-bred rats (Fig. 3, Fig. S4). 

Specifically, there was an increase in CS-evoked and a decrease in US-evoked dopamine 

release during learning in outbred rats that learned a sign-tracking CR (stimulus x session 

interaction: F(5,50) = 4.43, P = 0.002; Fig. 3d), but not in those that learned a goal-tracking 

CR (stimulus x session interaction: F(5,40) = 0.48, P = 0.72; Fig. 3f). To test the robustness 

of these patterns of dopamine release, a subset of outbred rats received extended training. 

During four additional sessions, the profound differences in dopamine release between sign- 

and goal-trackers were stable (Fig. S5), demonstrating that these differences are not limited 

to the initial stages of learning. The consistency of these dopamine patterns in selectively-

bred and outbred rats indicates that they are neurochemical signatures for sign- and goal-

trackers rather than an artifact of selective breeding.

Given the disparate patterns of dopamine signaling observed during learning a sign- vs. 

goal-tracking CR, we tested whether the acquisition and performance of these CRs were 

differentially dependent on dopamine transmission. Systemic administration of flupenthixol, 

a nonspecific dopamine receptor antagonist, attenuated performance of the CR for both 

bHRs and bLRs. This effect was clearly evident when the antagonist was administered 

during training (Fig. 4, sessions 1–7). It was also observed after the rats had already 

acquired their respective CR (Fig. S6), but this latter finding needs to be interpreted 

cautiously because of a non-specific effect on activity (Figure S6e). More importantly, when 

examined off flupenthixol during the 8th test session, bHRs still failed to demonstrate a 

sign-tracking CR (P≤0.01 vs. saline, session 8; Fig. 4a-c), indicating that dopamine is 

necessary for both the performance and the learning of a sign-tracking CR, consistent with 

previous findings20. In contrast, flupenthixol had no effect on learning the CS-US 

association that lead to a goal-tracking CR (P≥0.6 vs. saline, session 8; Fig. 4d-f), because 

on the drug-free session bLRs showed a fully developed goal-tracking CR—their session 8 

performance differed significantly from their session 1 performance (P≤0.0002). Further, 

they differed from the bLR saline group on session 1 (P≤0.0001), but did not differ from the 

bLR saline group on session 8. Thus, while dopamine may be necessary for the performance 

of both sign-tracking and goal-tracking CRs, it is only necessary for acquisition of a sign-

tracking CR, indicating that these forms of learning are mediated by distinct neural systems.
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Collectively, these data provide several lines of evidence demonstrating that dopamine does 

not act as a universal teaching signal in reward learning, but selectively participates in a 

form of stimulus-reward learning whereby Pavlovian incentive value is attributed to a CS. 

First, US-evoked dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens decreased during training in 

sign-trackers, but not in goal-trackers. Thus, during the acquisition of a goal-tracking CR, 

there is not a dopamine-mediated “prediction-error” teaching signal since, by definition, 

prediction errors become smaller as delivered rewards become better predicted. Second, the 

CS evoked dopamine release in both sign- and goal-tracking rats, but this signal increased to 

a greater degree in sign-trackers, which attributed incentive salience to the CS. These data 

indicate that the strength of the CS-US association is reflected by dopamine release to the 

CS only in some forms of reward learning. Third, bHR rats that underwent Pavlovian 

training in the presence of a dopamine receptor antagonist did not acquire a sign-tracking 

CR, consistent with previous reports24; however, dopamine antagonism had no effect on 

learning a goal-tracking CR in bLR rats. Thus, learning a goal-tracking CR does not require 

intact dopamine transmission, whereas learning a sign-tracking CR does.

The attribution of incentive salience is the product of previous experience (i.e., learned 

associations) interacting with an individual’s genetic propensity and neurobiological state 
16,24–27. The selectively-bred rats used in this study have distinctive behavioral phenotypes, 

including greater behavioral disinhibition and reduced impulse control in bHRs15. Moreover 

in these lines, unlike the case in outbred rats13,28, there is a strong correlation between 

locomotor response to novelty and the tendency to sign-track15. These behavioral 

phenotypes are accompanied by baseline differences in dopamine transmission, with bHRs 

showing elevated sensitivity to dopamine agonists, increased proportion of striatal 

D2receptors in a high-affinity state, greater frequency of spontaneous dopamine transients15, 

and higher reward-related dopamine release prior to conditioning, all of which could 

enhance their attribution of incentive salience to reward cues29,30. However, basal 

differences in dopaminergic tone do not provide the full explanation for differences in 

learning styles and associated dopamine responsiveness. Outbred rats with similar baseline 

locomotor activity13 and similar baseline levels of reward-related dopamine release in the 

nucleus accumbens (see Fig. 3), differ in whether they are prone to learn a sign-tracking or 

goal-tracking CR, but they still develop patterns of dopamine release specific to that CR. 

Therefore, it appears that different mechanisms control basal dopamine neurotransmission 

versus the unique pattern of dopamine responsiveness to a reward cue.

The neural mechanisms underlying sign-tracking and goal-tracking behavior remain to be 

elucidated. Here we show that stimulus-reward associations that produce different CRs are 

mediated by different neural circuitry. Previous research using site-specific dopamine 

antagonism20 and dopamine-specific lesions21 indicated that dopamine acts in the nucleus 

accumbens core to support the learning and performance of sign-tracking behavior. The 

current work demonstrates that dopamine-encoded prediction-error signals are indeed 

present in the nucleus accumbens of sign-trackers, but not in the accumbens of goal-trackers. 

Although these neurochemical data alone do not rule out the possibility that prediction-error 

signals are present in other dopamine terminal regions, the results from systemic dopamine 

antagonism demonstrate that intact dopamine transmission is generally not required for 

learning of a goal-tracking CR.
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In sum, we show that dopamine is an integral part of reward learning that is specifically 

associated with the attribution of incentive salience to reward cues. Individuals who attribute 

reward cues with incentive salience find it more difficult to resist such cues, a feature 

associated with reduced impulse control15,31. Human motivated behavior is subject to a 

wide span of individual differences ranging from highly deliberative to highly impulsive 

actions directed towards the acquisition of rewards32. The current work provides insight into 

the biological basis of these individual differences, and may provide an important step for 

understanding and treating impulse-control problems that are prevalent across several 

psychiatric disorders.

METHODS SUMMARY

The majority of these studies were conducted with adult male Sprague-Dawley rats from a 

selective-breeding colony which has been previously described14. The data presented here 

were obtained from bHR and bLR rats from generations S18–S22. Equipment and 

procedures for Pavlovian conditioning have been described in detail elsewhere 13,15. 

Selectively-bred rats from generations S18, S20 and S21 were transported from the 

University of Michigan (Ann Arbor, MI) to the University of Washington (Seattle, WA) for 

the FSCV experiments. During each behavior session, chronically implanted microsensors, 

placed in the core of the nucleus accumbens, were connected to a head-mounted 

voltammetric amplifier for detection of dopamine by FSCV23. Voltammetric scans were 

repeated every 100 ms to obtain a sampling rate of 10 Hz. Voltammetric analysis was 

carried out using software written in LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX). On 

completion of the FSCV experiments, recording sites were verified using standard 

histological procedures. To examine the effects of flupenthixol (Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri; 

dissolved in 0.9% NaCl) on the performance of sign-tracking and goal-tracking behavior, 

rats received an injection (i.p.) of 150, 300 or 600 μg/kg of the drug one hour prior to 

Pavlovian conditioning sessions 9, 11 and 13. Doses of the drug were counterbalanced 

between groups and interspersed with saline injections (i.p., 0.9% NaCl; prior to sessions 8, 

10, 12 and 14) to prevent any cumulative drug effects. To examine the effects of 

flupenthixol on the acquisition of sign-tracking and goal-tracking behavior, rats received an 

injection of either saline (i.p.) or 225 μg/kg of the drug one hour prior to Pavlovian 

conditioning sessions 1–7.

Detailed methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the 

paper at www.nature.com/nature.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Development of sign-tracking vs. goal-tracking CRs in bHR and bLR animals, 
respectively
Behavior directed towards the lever-CS (sign-tracking) is shown in panels a-b and that 

directed towards the food-tray (goal-tracking behavior) in panels c-d (n=10/group). Mean + 

SEM (a) number of lever-CS contacts made during the 8-s CS period, (b) latency to the first 

lever-CS contact, (c) number of food-tray beam breaks during lever-CS presentation, (d) 

latency to the first beam break in the food-tray during lever-CS presentation. For all of these 

measures (a-d) there was a significant effect of phenotype, session, and a phenotype x 

session interaction (P≤0.0001). (e) Mean+ SEM probability of approach to the lever minus 

the probability of approach to the food-tray. A score of zero indicates that neither approach 

to the lever-CS nor approach to the food-tray was dominant. (f, g) Test for conditioned 

reinforcement illustrated as the mean + SEM number of active and inactive nose pokes in 

bred rats that received either paired (bHR, n=10; bLR, n=9) or pseudorandom (bHR, n=9; 

bLR, n=9) CS-US presentations. Rats in the paired groups poked more in the active port 

relative to random groups of the same phenotype (*P<0.02), but the magnitude of this effect 

was greater for bHRs (phenotype x group interaction, P=0.04).
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Figure 2. Phasic dopamine signaling in response to CS and US presentation during the 
acquisition of Pavlovian conditioned approach behavior in bHR and bLR rats
Phasic dopamine release was recorded in the core of the nucleus accumbens using FSCV 

across six days of training. (a, d) Representative surface plots depict trial-by-trial 

fluctuations in dopamine concentration during the twenty-second period around CS and US 

presentation in individual animals throughout training. (b, e) Mean + SEM change in 

dopamine concentration in response to CS and US presentation for each session of 

conditioning. (c, f) Mean + SEM change in peak amplitude of the dopamine signal observed 

in response to CS and US presentation for each session of conditioning (n=5/group; 

Bonferroni post-hoc comparison between CS- and US-evoked dopamine release: *P<0.05; 

**P<0.01). Panels a-c demonstrate that bHR animals, which developed a sign-tracking CR, 

show increasing phasic dopamine responses to CS presentation and decreasing responses to 

US presentation across the six sessions of training. In contrast, panels d-f demonstrate that 

bLR rats, which developed a goal-tracking CR, maintain phasic responses to US 

presentation throughout training.
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Figure 3. Conditonal responses and phasic dopamine signaling in response to CS and US 
presentation in outbred rats
Phasic dopamine release was recorded in the core of the nucleus accumbens using FSCV 

across six days of training. (a) Behavior directed towards the lever-CS (sign-tracking) and 

(b) that directed towards the food-tray (goal-tracking behavior) during conditioning. 

Learning was evident in both groups as there was a significant effect of session for rats that 

learned a sign-tracking response (n=6; session effect on lever contacts: F(5,25) = 11.85, P = 

0.0001) and for those that learned a goal-tracking response (n=5; session effect on food-

receptacle contacts: F(5,20) = 3.09, P = 0.03). (c, e) Mean + SEM change in dopamine 

concentration in response to CS and US presentation for each session of conditioning. (d, f) 

Mean + SEM change in peak amplitude of the dopamine signal observed in response to CS 

and US presentation for each session of conditioning. (Bonferroni post-hoc comparison 

between CS- and US- evoked dopamine release: *P<0.05; **P<0.01). Panels c-d 
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demonstrate that animals developing a sign-tracking CR (n=6) show increasing phasic 

dopamine responses to CS presentation and decreasing responses to US presentation 

consistent with bHR animals. Panels e-f demonstrate that animals developing a goal-

tracking CR (n=5) maintain phasic responses to US presentation consistent with bLR 

animals.
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Figure 4. DA is necessary for learning CS-US associations that lead to sign-tracking, but not 
goal-tracking
The effects of flupenthixol are shown for: 1. Measures of sign-tracking: (a) probability to 

approach the lever-CS, (b) number of contacts with the lever-CS, (c) latency to contact the 

lever-CS. 2. Measures of goal-tracking: (d) probability to approach the food-tray during 

lever-CS presentation, (e) number of contacts with the food-tray during lever-CS 

presentation, (f) latency to contact the food-tray during lever-CS presentation. Data are 

expressed as mean + SEM. Flupenthixol (sessions 1–7) blocked the performance of both 

sign-tracking and goal-tracking CRs. To determine whether flupenthixol influenced 
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performance or learning of a CR, behavior was examined following a saline injection on 

session 8 for all rats. bLR rats that were treated with flupenthixol prior to sessions 1–7 

(bLR-Flu, n=16) responded similarly to the bLR saline (bLR-Saline, n=10) group on all 

measures of goal-tracking behavior on session 8, whereas bHRs treated with flupenthixol 

(bHR-Flu, n=22) differed significantly from the bHR saline (bHR-Saline, n=10) group on 

session 8 (*P<0.01, saline vs. flupenthixol). Thus, bLRs learned the CS-US association that 

produced a goal-tracking CR even though the drug prevented the expression of this behavior 

during training. Parenthetically, bHRs treated with flupenthixol did not develop a goal-

tracking CR.
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